
Novel Excerpt-The Arca 

 

“All right if we run into Botch tonight,” Mankiewicz began, mispronouncing Boche, a 

derogatory term for German soldiers, “try not to get separated and fight like hell. Like I 

said earlier we’re looking for wired commo, and it’ll be close to their trenches, so stay 

low and use crump holes for cover. If you see white stars, freeze and don your 

respirators, we’ll go battle order on this one, but don’t leave your damn respirators, you 

never know what we might hit. Also secure anything that makes noise, could be the 

difference between living and dying.” The squad began carrying out Mankiewicz’s 

orders.  

 Hank moved quickly to tie down his loose equipment, his hands shook as he did 

so. Mankiewicz walked over. “Every one else here has done this, so just stick close to me 

and do what I do, and you’ll be okay,” Mankiewicz said standing over a kneeling Hank.  

 Hank nodded. “Corporal?” 

 Mankiewicz looked down at Hank. “Yes?” 

 “What are the chances of running into Fritzie tonight?” Hank said nervously tying 

down the last of his personal gear. 

 “Fritzie,” Mankiewicz laughed. “Nobody says that kid, leave that basic training 

stuff stateside, I hear Botch a lot,” he said, mispronouncing the same word again. “The 

officers call ‘em Huns, whatever, it doesn’t matter. Ready to go?” 

 Hank nodded, stood up, and checked himself one last time to make sure he had all 

of his equipment. He carried two canteens, securely tied to his legs and ten, five-round 

bandoleers, which he carried in an ammunition belt. He also carried two frag grenades, a 

bayonet, his rifle, a first aid pouch and his respirator box, which sat in a small carrying 

bag on his hip. All of the soldiers had stowed their Haversacks, except for the ammo 

belts. He picked up his Springfield bolt-action rifle, shouldered it and readied his mind 

for battle. 

 The squad moved down the trench toward the point where they would mount the 

trench wall and enter no man’s land. Hank had never seen no man’s land but from its 

moniker alone he knew it was no place he wanted to be. Now, he had no choice. 

Mankiewicz stopped. “This is where we go over, from here on out, hand signals only,” he 

motioned the troops over the wall as he climbed up. 

 Night had claimed the desolate, crater ridden piece of France they were crossing. 

No one stood up once they were over the wall, the troops employed the low or high crawl 

to move; the only way to move undetected by the Germans who surely monitored the 

lines for movement. They moved at an angle across the dead ground, Hank kept catching 

glimpses of mangled corpses in his periphery; some American, most French, torn to 

shreds by the bullets of a machine gun or the shells bursting on a near constant basis. 

Scout reports indicated the Germans located their main commo junction near their lines, 

in the northwest part of no man’s land. 

 Thankfully, the shelling stopped while they crossed the ground, this also gave the 

squad a guarantee, as much as was possible in this war anyway, that the Germans had not 

yet spotted them. 

 Suddenly, Mankiewicz signaled the patrol to halt, they all stopped moving. 

Mankiewicz looked through a small pair of binoculars, toward the German trench. He 

peered through the lens for several seconds while the rest of the squad lay in the dirt, not 



moving. Finally, the squad leader signaled for the patrol to continue moving. They started 

crawling again, after making some progress another signal came from Mankiewicz. This 

time to halt and take cover. 

 They all stopped and scampered for cover in one of the many craters which 

littered the ground like monuments to some epic battle of the past. Except the past was 

not the past. Hank could hear faint, German conversation, from the crater he occupied, 

they had reached the lines, his heart fluttered rapidly in his chest and he began to sweat. 

 Hank took cover in a crump hole with two other soldiers from his squad; he did 

not know either of their names. The other soldiers in the hole quickly scurried to the edge 

of the crater to peer toward the German lines. Hank managed to join them only after a 

few minutes of his mind galloping in circles. He could not see a thing, only darkness and 

the silhouettes of a few of the Marauders peering out of their craters. Still, the soft, 

foreign conversation soaked the night air. Hank looked out, straining to see and drenched 

in sweat. 

 All at once, tracer rounds began exploding everywhere around Hank. He panicked 

and slid back down into the hole. Both of the soldiers in the crump hole with him slid 

down too, but not by choice. Hank looked over at the soldier closest him. By the rank on 

his uniform Hank knew he was a sergeant, his face had caved in, blood poured down the 

front his uniform. Hank gasped, looked away and then gagged. Rounds still exploded 

everywhere. He could hear Mankiewicz yelling commands. 

 “Take cover! Return fire, right flank!” Mankiewicz screamed loud enough to be 

heard over the cracks of the machine gun fire aimed at their position, which was 

essentially in the open, if it hadn’t been for the crump holes they would have all been 

dead. A silver lining from the horrific shelling they dealt with on a daily basis. 

 In Hank’s crater he sat still, terrified, frozen and gripping his rifle with an 

incredible might. Bullets zipped over his head, some of them striking the rim of the crater 

sending dirt tumbling down the crater wall and onto Hank’s shoulder. He did not notice, 

consumed by fear for the moment. 

 Mankiewicz took cover two crump holes away with two of the soldiers under his 

command, Sergeant Nathan Dobrowski and PFC Dawid Milnek. “Private, give me 

covering fire, you too sarge, fire at the nest, I’m taking that Botch bastard out!” 

Mankiewicz had to scream to be heard. 

 A German machine gun nest sat out in the open, surrounded only by sandbags. It 

was about 50 meters from their position and a good distance from the German trench. 

The three man team manning the gun appeared overtaxed to Mankiewicz but they 

continued to unload a hale of fire at the Americans. 

 “Jesus,” Mankiewicz muttered. “On my count,” he barked at Dobrowski and 

Milnek. “Three, two, one,” Mankiewicz darted from the cover of the crater and raced out 

toward a hole ahead of the one he just left. Dobrowski and Milnek fired rapidly, quickly 

emptying their bandoleers and reloading in seconds. Mankiewicz dove, head first, into 

the crater as two tracers whizzed between his legs, just missing him. He landed with a 

thud, using his rifle butt to break his fall. Now I’ve got position, Mankiewicz thought 

reaching for a frag grenade. 

 Mankiewicz was glad to have grenades with time fuses and pins; they beat out the 

cricket ball or the stick grenades any day. And no infantryman he knew would be caught 



dead with any of those percussion grenades; if they were caught with them it usually was 

dead. 

 He knew where the nest’s location relative to his new position and he prepared 

himself for a grenade attack on the machine gun. Mankiewicz removed the grenade from 

his grenade belt and pulled the pin, holding the spoon tightly. He could still hear the 

cracks from the covering fire he ordered.  He stood up, the machine gun nest was right 

where he guessed and still blazing rounds toward his comrades. He tossed the grenade 

and stood up long enough to watch it, a perfect hit, he dove down into the crater. The 

grenade detonated, BA-BOOM! The crater walls rattled, Mankiewicz plugged his ears. 

 Mankiewicz could hear the cries of victory coming from Dobrowski. 

 “Woooo! Nice shot!”  He no longer heard the bursts from the German gunners. He 

sighed. And then, a high pitched whistle pierced the darkness.  

 Mankiewicz shot up instinctively and looked toward Dobrowski and Milnek. 

“Incoming!” He shouted. He could hear German guns in the distance unloading a drum 

barrage. Probably, box or case-shot, he thought. 

 Dobrowski and Milnek were hunched down, looking over the edge of the crater, 

wide-eyed. “Get out!” Dobrowski shouted. 

 Mankiewicz started to move out of the crater. The first shell impacted his crump 

hole directly. Dobrowski, Milnek and the rest of the squad behind them ducked down into 

their craters, an automatic reaction. Other shells started to fall all around. 

 Dobrowski held his hand on his head as dirt shook loose all around him. “That 

shell hit Denny,” he said, his voice wavering. 

 “You’re squad leader now, get us out of this,” was all that Milnek could muster. 

 “Yea, yea,” Dobrowski said, artillery still landed all about their position, the only 

hit thus far had been Mankiewicz. Dobrowski crawled up to the crater rim and peered 

over. He gasped, in the darkness he could see the silhouettes of Germans moving toward 

their position. A counter attack, he thought. He slid silently down the crater wall. 

 Milnek could see the concern in his new squad leader’s face immediately. 

“What’s wrong?” 

 “Botch comin’ at us, fast.” He said. “We gotta hit ‘em, now.” He crawled back up 

to rim and started firing at the shadows. “Open fire!” He screamed. The other members of 

the squad started firing. 

 Milnek shook his head in confusion wondering why the Germans would shell 

there own patrol before following Dobrowski’s lead. 

 Hank overcame his fear, even as the shells continued to fall. He climbed up to rim 

of his crump hole, shouldered his rifle and began firing at the advancing Germans; 

anyone walking around here was fair game. His bandoleer clicked empty, he loaded 

another without thinking. The whistling shells, overhead, continued, they exploded and 

kicked up the earth all around him, he kept firing, removed from the process entirely. He 

felt outside of himself; above the battlefield, he could see himself firing but had no 

control over it. He looked down the on the battle. He was killing a lot of Germans, with 

each time he pulled the trigger one of the Germans in the shadows fell down, dead. 

 He hovered over the battlefield, even as his physical self rained death upon the 

German patrol sent to meet them. A piercing, blue light caught his attention; it was out in 

front of his crump hole concealed from his physical view by a mound of dirt, probably 

kicked up by a shell impacting. Hank zoomed into it, still outside of his body; it was a 



small, black box. The blue light emanated from it, it appeared to glow in a patternless 

patchwork. Shells kept exploding on their position. Suddenly, Hank zipped back into his 

body, his physical and mental being were one again. 

 He kept firing but eyed the mound of dirt he had seen from above the battlefield. 

It’s not far off, just a few feet, maybe ten, I could reach it, he thought. He kept firing 

despite the distraction. His bandoleer clicked empty, he kept pulling the trigger anyway, 

Click. Click. Click. His eyes lay fixated on the mound of dirt where he knew a strange, 

glowing box sat, another round exploded close by. He placed his rifle gently in the loose 

soil of the crater wall and lept from his cover. 

 “Get back in your hole!” A soldier screamed at him.. Hank ignored him and 

sprinted for the mound of dirt. 

 Hank reached the mound and the box sat where he saw it from above. It glowed 

with brilliance, in the same patchwork pattern he had witnessed from the sky. He reached 

down, brushed the dirt around it aside and scooped the box up into his hands. Rifle 

rounds cracked all around but he paid it no mind; the box had caught him in a spell. He 

shook it, no sound, it appeared solid. 

 For a moment, all time froze. He looked up, two bullets hung, frozen in front of 

his face. They stood still, inches from impact. Hank’s breath shuddered and became 

heavy. He slipped to his left, out of the path of the bullets. He glanced around, four 

Germans stood in mid step, converging on his position, which really was not much of a 

position at all, he sat in the middle of the open ground, fully exposed. Nothing moved 

except his chest as he inhaled and exhaled short and shallow breaths. 

 Hank was utterly bewildered Still, nothing moved, silence surrounded him. The 

box began to glow brighter in his hands, it warmed up too. He dropped it. “Ahhh!” Hank 

exclaimed. The box plopped into the loosened dirt. The blue light grew so bright Hank 

had to turn away and shield his eyes. Even with his eyes closed and his arm over his face 

the brilliant light was still visible. 

 Still, nothing moved, the battle had frozen in time. The box burst forth with light 

and blue rays shot out in every direction. The German soldiers advancing on their 

position were instantly vaporized. Hank removed his arm from his face and opened his 

eyes. The box sat in the dirt, where he dropped it, no longer glowing. 

 The battlefield had reanimated but the Germans were no longer visible. His squad 

mates looked about from their holes, confused. Hank climbed out of his hole and stooped 

over, he scooped the box up and stuffed into the pocket on the front of his uniform tunic. 

 “Get down!” Hank heard Dobrowski whisper. Hank crouched down, but he knew 

the threat was gone. The box in his pocket had dispatched the Germans with efficiency. 

He was utterly amazed but so focused on the mission he scarcely had a chance to realize 

it. Wait ‘til I tell these guys about this, he thought. There must have been 40 of ‘em. 

 Over in Dobrowski and Milnek’s hole confusion dominated. “What the hell 

happened to Fritzie? Where’d they go? What’s goin’ on around here?” Dobrowski shot 

off question after question while Milnek just sat in the dirt unsure of how to respond. 

 “Th-they’re gone,” he managed. 

 “Thanks,” Dobrowski said. He inched up to the edge of the crater; no one in sight. 

He motioned for the squad to move out. They rushed, bent down, away from the site of 

the firefight, to the west. 



 Dobrowski threw up the halt signal, it passed through the squad and everyone 

stopped. He motioned for Hank to join him and Milnek, everyone else took cover and 

watched the perimeter. Hank hurried over to join them. Where’s Mankiewicz? He 

wondered.  

 Sgt. Dobrowski was covered with sweat. “Mankiewicz is dead,” he said. Hank 

recoiled a bit, shocked. The sergeant continued, “I’m squad leader now, I want you and 

Private Milnek to go out in front of us and search the ground for enemy wires,” 

Dobrowski spoke while looking at a map he pulled out of his front pocket. “This is the 

area where it should be, so keep your eyes open,” Dobrowski’s eyes darted back and 

forth, he was nervous. “We’ll cover you from here, don’t worry.” 

 Hank looked at Milnek and nodded. They both pulled their weapons up at the 

same time and started to walk away from the sergeant. Within seconds both men were in 

the dirt crawling along and scanning the terrain for signs of wired communications. 

Neither man spoke. They just crawled, rapidly, over the crater pocked ground. 

 The enormity of what Hank was doing began to sink in as he slowly progressed 

over France. Who lived here? He thought, continuing his crawl. What did they do, all this 

is blown to hell, all this destroyed, where did they go? Dirt flew into his face each time 

his elbow landed forward. I bet it was a lot better than this. I bet this soil had life once. 

He kept crawling, lost in thought. Hope I didn’t crawl over the wire and not see it, I 

didn’t, did I? He looked around, no wire in sight. Alright, I’m alright. Mankiewicz is 

dead, he could hardly fathom the idea. The only guy I know, my luck, no, forget it, forget 

it, no friends right? An exploding artillery shell overhead interrupted his tangent. He 

looked up. 

 “Gas! Gas!” Milnek screamed fumbling for his respirator. Hank stared, confused. 

 “Gas! Gas! Gas!” He could hear the rest of the squad yelling behind them. He 

heard the clanging of chits smashing against each other. Still, Hank was frozen in 

confusion. 

 Milnek slammed into Hank, knocking him over. “Whadda ya’ doin’'?” Milnek 

screamed from beneath his mask. “Your mask! Get your respirator on!” Milnek shook 

Hank. 

 Reality rushed back in with the thrust of a locomotive, suddenly Hank became 

aware again. He reached for his mask, his hands moved on instinct, from the training he 

received. His mask was on in seconds and he and Milnek were running back toward the 

rest of the squad. A thick, green fog began to settle in around them. 

 “Chlorine,” Hank heard Milnek say, muffled by his mask, as they ran. “We’re in 

the soup now.” 

 When they reached the spot where they had left the rest of the squad there was no 

one around. The poison gas lay everywhere, like a green, nightmarish invader from hell. 

At least my respirator works, he thought standing in a cloud of the gas. 

 “They’re gone, let’s move, run,” Milnek said from beneath his otherworldly 

mask. They sprinted back toward their own lines, the gas surrounded them, Hank was 

terrified. He followed Milnek as fast as his legs would move. His right hand gripped his 

respirator box, fragile, they told him in basic, his left hand kept his rifle from falling off 

of his shoulder. 

 Hank had almost no peripheral vision with his mask on; he looked straight ahead 

because he could only see straight ahead. As he ran the world bounced up and down in 



the narrow circles he stared through. He could see only a haze of green gas, the lunar-

esque ground and the outline of Milnek; his only hope was to follow the private. They 

continued running. It couldn’t be far to the trench now, could it? 

  They ran up a small hill, the chlorine settled all around them, but the hill was safe. 

They stopped. “Not far now,” Milnek said catching his breath behind his mask. “The 

trench is just over there,” he pointed. Hank nodded, he couldn’t believe a hill still existed 

in the middle of no man’s land, after all of the bombardment. They broke into a run 

across the hazy, green plain. Another shell exploded overhead. 

 The gas erupted from it and looking up Hank could see the night sky begin to turn 

green with the poisonous attack. Milnek moved at break neck speed and stayed well 

ahead of him. At ground level the air was dense with a green fog. Everything was 

surrounded making the barren land seem even more desolate and lonely. Hank plodded 

along; sure the trench must lie nearby. Now, he could barely see Milnek, his outline, 

shrouded by the emerald haze, faded further with each step. His chest heaved up and 

down rapidly as he struggled to intake enough oxygen for his overworked muscles. The 

respirator did not make it easier. 

 He thought he heard another shell explode above him but he did not stop to 

inspect. He ambled forward, Milnek was nowhere in sight. The trench, where’s the 

damned trench? His thoughts were nearly hysterical, he bordered on the edge of panic 

but maintained enough composure to keep moving forward, or at least he thought it was 

forward. In the clouds of chlorine his sense of direction became muddled.  

 It’s gotta be close, it better be close. The world had closed in around him. The 

only sounds he heard were his heavy breathing and the thud of his boots hitting the 

ground as he ran. Can’t think like that, I’ll make it. He kept moving. 

 


